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Community Meeting
Introduction Activity: How Full is Your Bucket? For Kids by Tom Rath and Mary
Reckmeyer
Skill Activity: Picking Up Raindrops
Skill Instruction: Calming Tool - Candle Breathing

Segment #1: Bucket Filling

Community Meeting (use if resuming Segment #2 after a break)
Introduction Activity
Skill Instruction: Sesame Street Videos
Skill Activity: Stand Up, Sit Down
Brain Break: Kindness Song Dance

Segment #2: Ways to be a Bucket Filler

Community Meeting (use if resuming Segment #3 after a break)
Calming Tool Practice: Candle Breathing
Skill Practice: Bucket Filler Quilt

Segment #3: Bucket Filler Practice
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Module	One	-	Kindergarten		

Module Structure and Segment Time  

Overview 

Anchor Skills:  CASEL Competencies:  Terms:  

Building Community 
 

Self - Awareness
 
Social - Awareness
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bucket Filler
 
Bucket Dipper
 
Give Me 5
 



Book: How Full is Your Bucket? - Link Here (Length 5:11)
"Fill Your Bucket" Song - Link Here (Length 3:38)
Plastic cups & paper raindrops
Candle Breathing Demo - Link Here (Length - 1:32)

Segment #1: Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

Video: 'Including Others'  - Link Here (Length 1:42)
Song: "Bucket Filling with Words" - Link Here (Length 1:50) 
'Bucket Filler Scenarios' Handout
Song: "Kindness is a Muscle" - Link Here (Length 2:54) 

Segment #2: Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Module	One	-	Materials	and	Digital	Links		

Construction paper
Precut yarn
Coloring supplies
Tape

Segment #3: Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.

 
 

Segment Materials and Digital Links  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWe6Z3zFwoA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQ169U65FQw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-4oQEfvSeU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTXzYX0rrPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSc6nc7o8O4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXAo_5voOP0


 

"Hello Song" - Link Here (Length 1:50)
"Transition Song" (below)

Community Meeting: 
 

Sing one of these two songs as a signal to start Community Meeting time. 
 

1.
2.

 
Students gather in circle in a designated part of the room and sing along with the song
as they seat themselves.
 
Transition song (to the tune of the Wheels on the Bus):
 
The children in the class clean up now, clean up now, clean up now, 
the children in the class clean up now, it’s time to learn and play.
 
The Social Coach in the class says come on down, come on down, come on down, 
the Social Coach in the class says come on down, it’s time to learn and play. 
 
The children in the class say, A okay, A okay, A okay,
the children in the class say A okay, it’s time to learn and play. 
 
We’re all here together now, together now, together now, 
we’re all here together now - it’s time to learn and play. 
 
Community Greeting: 
 
Say: Greet the person next to you using a smile, look at the person’s eyes and use their
name. 
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Segment #1 - Bucket Filling  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=472AnCrHYVs&t=11s


 

What does it mean to be kind/nice? 
Possible answers include: helping a friend, doing the right thing, using nice
words, sharing, smiling, waiting my turn.

“How does Felix feel when his bucket is empty?” 
“How does Felix feel when his bucket is full?”

Community Sharing:
 
Ask: 

 
      Introduction Activity: Bucket Filling Read Aloud and Discussion
 
Say: Kindness is so important. In our class, at our homes, and anyway we go, we
should be kind to others. Everyone, including each one of us has a pretend bucket on
top of our heads. You can’t see or feel the bucket itself, but you can tell when your
bucket is full or empty based on how you feel. You can even tell when someone else’s
bucket is full or empty too. Today we are going to learn more about our pretend
buckets by reading, How Full is your Bucket? For Kids by Tom Rath and Mary
Reckmeyer.
 
 
Read Aloud: How Full is your Bucket? for Kids by Tom Rath and Mary Reckmeyer.  
A Read Aloud - Link Here (Length 5:11).
 
Social Coach reads or plays the book aloud, then following, stops and ask the children
throughout “is that kind or unkind?” 
 
Ask: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5R6-2m_qHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWe6Z3zFwoA
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What were some ways Felix was a Bucket Filler? 
He helped a friend, he said 'hi' to a new friend, he used nice words to his sister
when she was sad, he played blocks with his sister.

How do we feel when someone fills our bucket (is kind to us)? 
Happy, not sad anymore, important, excited.

How do you think someone else would feel when you fill their bucket (are kind to
them)? 

Excited, they might smile, they might fill someone else’s bucket. 

Being a Bucket Filler means doing or saying something kind or nice for someone
else. When you are a “Bucket Filler” you are helpful to the group. It’s like filling an
invisible bucket with lots of good things.
Being a Bucket Dipper means doing or saying something that is unkind. When you
are a Bucket Dipper, your words or actions might hurt someone or hurt their
feelings. You are “dipping” into their invisible bucket. 
Being helpful is easy! It can be saying “Hi!” to a new classmate, including others in
play, saying something nice to someone, being helpful, and more. 

What other ways can we be helpful friends at school? On the playground? At snack
or lunch time? 

Share our toys, listen to the Social Coach, be nice to our siblings, wait for our
turn.

Discussion: 
 
Ask: 

 
Say: 

 
Ask: 
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Your body is still (show me what it looks like to have a still body). 
Your mouth is quiet (Put finger over mouth to show quiet mouth).
Your eyes are watching (point to your eyes). 
Your ears are listening (point to your ears). 
And your brain is ready to think (point to your brain). This shows me your ready and
it fills my bucket!

      Skill Instruction: Give me 5 - Call to Attention
 
Say: In class you can fill your Social Coach’s bucket by showing them that you are
ready to learn. When I need to get your attention, I will say 'Give Me 5', and hold up 5
fingers. (Social Coach holds up fingers and introduces.) 
 
Say: Give me 5 Means -
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

 
      Skill Activity: Being a Bucket Filler - Picking up Raindrops
 
Materials Needed: Plastic cups (1 per child), paper raindrops, "Fill Your Bucket" song-
Link Here (Length 3:38).
 
(Note: To make the paper raindrops, layer five or more sheets of construction paper.
Draw columns of raindrops and cut them out or print and cut copies of the template on
following page. Raindrops can be any shape (ovals, triangles, drops) and made with
any colored construction paper. Social Coach has the option of having students
decorate their plastic cups before or after the activity.)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQ169U65FQw


 



 

Have the paper raindrops scattered on the floor. Every time the song says the word
“bucket” the children pick up a raindrop and put it in their Bucket Filler, bucket
(plastic cup).

What did you learn from the words in the song about being a Bucket Filler?
What are some ways we can be a class of Bucket Fillers? 

Directions: 
 

1.

 
Discussion: 
 
Ask: 

 
Say: Let’s see if we can add a raindrop to our class bucket for each bucket filling idea
we share.
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       Skill Instruction: Calming Tool - Candle Breathing 
 
Materials Needed: None, to view demonstration of 'Candle Breathing' - Link Here
(Length 1:32).
 
Candle Breathing Script: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“After a fun movement, it is nice to take a few deep breaths to help us
calm down. This Calm Down Tool is called Candle Breathing.
 
Everyone hold up five fingers (model holding up five fingers). 
 
Now everyone take a deep breath in through your nose, and blow out
slow from your mouth. 
 
Now put one finger down (model putting your thumb down)." 
 
(Note: Repeat until all the candles are blown out - all 5 fingers are
down.)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-4oQEfvSeU


 

Pick up my toys, say please and thank you, use my indoor voice, share with my
siblings. 

 
      Community Meeting: 

 
Community Greeting:
 
Say: Greet the person next to you using a smile, look at the person’s eyes and use their
name. 
 
Community Sharing:
 
Ask: How can you be a Bucket Filler to the people in your home? 

 
Group Learning/Skill and Activity: 
See activity below and continue to proceed from there.
 
(Note: If continuing from Segment 1 to Segment 2, proceed as follows:)
 
      Introduction Activity: Ways to be a Bucket Filler 
 
Say: We can be Bucket Fillers by our actions and our words. The words we say and the
things we do can either fill people’s buckets, or not. In our classroom, at home, and in
our communities, it is important that we are Bucket Fillers with the things we do and
the words we use.
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Segment #2 - Ways to be a Bucket Filler  



 

How can we include others in our classroom? 
Inviting friends to play with us, asking someone to sit next to us, reading a book
with a friend.

How can we include others at home? 
Asking our siblings to play with us, asking our grown up to read with us, sharing
with our siblings.

How do you think someone would feel if they were not included? 
Sad, lonely, left out, upset, mad, angry.

How do you think someone would feel if they were included? 
Happy, excited, thankful.

      Skill Instruction: Bucket Filler Words and Actions
 
Note: Watch the Sesame Street videos and have a discussion with the students using
the questions.
 
Say: We can be Bucket Fillers by our actions like including others in our class. Let’s
learn more about what it means to include.
 
'Bucket Filling' with our actions: Sesame Street video - Link Here (Length 1:42). 
 
Discussion: 
 
Ask: 

 
Say: We can be a Bucket Filler by using kind words and keeping our mean words in our
head. Let’s listen to this song and hear how kind and unkind words can make others
feel. 
 
'Bucket Filling' with our words: Sesame Street video - Link Here (Length 1:50).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTXzYX0rrPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSc6nc7o8O4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSc6nc7o8O4


 

What could we say to fill someone’s bucket with our words? 
Hello, you are nice, thank you, you helped me, you make me smile.

What can we do if mean words slip out? 
Say I’m sorry, ask if they would like a hug, say something kind.

Have the students sit in a circle on the floor or in their seats. 
Ask the students “are you a Bucket Filler when….?” (If the answer is yes have them
stand up. If the answer is no have them sit down.)

Discussion: 
 
Ask: 

 
      Skill Activity: Stand Up, Sit Down
 
Materials Needed: Bucket Filler Scenarios (see below).
 
Directions: 
 

1.
2.
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Are you a Bucket Filler if you share your toys with a friend? 

Yes.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you cut in front of someone in line? 

No.
Are you A Bucket Filler if you follow directions? 

Yes.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you say mean words to someone? 

No.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you smile at someone? 

Yes.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you “Give me 5”?

Yes.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you get into another friend’s space? 

No.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you help someone? 

Yes.
Are you a Bucket Filler if you wait your turn? 

Yes.
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“Kindness is a muscle”- show your muscles 
“Work it out, gotta hustle”- run in place
“We kids will show you the way”- point to yourself 
“Gotta flex it every day”- show your muscles again

      Brain Break: Kindness Song Dance
 
Materials Needed: Kindness Counts - "Kindness is a Muscle" Sing-A-Long Lyric Music
Video - Link Here (Length 2:54).
 
 
Directions: Have the children dance to the kindness song using the coaching below.
 
When the song says:
 

 
During the other parts of the song, the Social Coach can call out different exercises
(jumping jacks, alternate toe touches, etc.). Social Coaches also have the option to let
kids “freestyle dance” as an alternate way to get some energy out and allow for
movement. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXAo_5voOP0


 

How can you be a Bucket Filler to each other in our classroom? 
Use kind words, share toys with friends, wait our turn, Give me 5.

 
      Community Meeting: 

 
Community Greeting:
 
Say: Greet the person next to you using a smile, look at the person’s eyes and use their
name. 
 
Community Sharing:
 
Ask: 

 
Group Learning/Skill and Activity: 
See below and continue to proceed from there.
 
(Note: If continuing from Segment 2 to Segment 3, proceed as follows:)
 
      Introduction Activity: Calming Tool Reinforcement: Practice Candle Breathing  
 
Note: Social Coach revisits and reinforces Candle Breathing using script on p. 197.
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Segment #3 - Bucket Filler Practice  



 

Students will take turns drawing how they can be Bucket Fillers to their classroom
family on individual construction paper. 
Each student will add their own picture, to a collaborative classroom “Kindness
Quilt.”

      Skill Practice: Bucket Filler Quilt 
 
Materials Needed: Construction paper, coloring supplies, yarn, and tape. 
 
Say: Now that we talked about how we can be a Bucket Filler to our classroom family,
we are going to each draw an example to hang in our classroom to make a Bucket
Filler quilt. 
 
Ask: Does anyone know what a quilt is? 
 
Say: A quilt is a big blanket, that is made up of smaller parts. Some people have quilts
made from old t-shirts, or different patches. 
 
Ask: Does anyone have a quilt at home? 
 
Say: Our quilt will be made out of paper, and hang from our classroom wall, to help
remind us that we can all be Bucket Fillers.
 
Directions: 
 

1.

2.

 
(Note: Have each student draw their own individual picture. You may punch holes in
each sheet and “sew” pictures together with yarn to hang on the wall as a quilt.)
 
Example of a student picture:
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	Extension	Activities		

Literature Connection

Suggested Video Extension  

Read Aloud: Be Kind by Pat Zietlow Miller and Jen Hill - Link Here (Length 4:43).

Read Aloud: Heartprints by P.K. Hallinan - Link Here (Length 2:14).

Read Aloud: How Do Dinosaurs Play with Their Friends? by Jane Yolen - Link Here
(Length 2:00).

Read Aloud: Stick and Stone by Beth Ferry - Link Here (Length 3:27).

 

 

 

 

Sesame Street: Try a Little Kindness (with Tori Kelly) Video - Link Here (Length
1:54).

Sesame Street: The Kindness Kid Video - Link Here (Length 1:07).
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6NUJ2JZz50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yz4vlZLZKg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_y--X_LoLhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTYfji4YiS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enaRNnEzwi4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktOF5SRy01E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktOF5SRy01E


Index cards with color dots
Social Cues Poster
Give me 5 Handout (Visual Cue) 

Segment #1: Materials
1.
2.
3.

Book: The Interrupting Chicken - Link Here (Length 5:16)
Story: Three Little Pigs - Link Here (Length 3:18)

Segment #2: Materials
1.
2.
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Conversations Starters Handout
Song: "I Can Settle Down" - Link Here (Length 2:14)

Segment #3: Materials
1.
2.

 
 
 

Segment Materials and Digital Links  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUqKbYyxNAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUqKbYyxNAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtP83CWOMwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uLv0q34lrM


 

"Hello Song" - Link Here (Length 1:50)
"Transition Song" (below)

Community Meeting: 
 

Sing one of these two songs as a signal to start Community Meeting time. 
 

1.
2.

 
Students gather in circle in a designated part of the room and sing along with the song
as they seat themselves.
 
Transition song (to the tune of the Wheels on the Bus):
 
The children in the class clean up now, clean up now, clean up now, 
the children in the class clean up now, it’s time to learn and play.
 
The Social Coach in the class says come on down, come on down, come on down, 
the Social Coach in the class says come on down, it’s time to learn and play. 
 
The children in the class say, A okay, A okay, A okay,
the children in the class say A okay, it’s time to learn and play. 
 
We’re all here together now, together now, together now, 
we’re all here together now - it’s time to learn and play. 
 
Community Greeting: 
 
Say: Greet the person next to you using a smile, look at the person’s eyes and use their
name. 
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Segment #1 - Friend Files/Taking Turns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=472AnCrHYVs&t=11s
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